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Abstract. For more accurate calculation of structure it is required to apply
loads in the process of its construction instead of load application after
structure has taken its final form. This action is necessary in order to
observe changes in the stress-strain state of the structure under study. This
circumstance is important for the massive hydraulic structures, such as
hydroelectric dams. It is required to determine tensions, deformations and
displacements in solving the building-up tasks. It is necessary to consider
the problem for constructions of linear and nonlinear materials and check
the principle of superposition on which the method of solving nonlinear
problems is based. Also it is necessary to consider the solution of finite
element schemes with the help of various iterative methods, such as the
method of additional loads and the method of variable.

1 Introduction
It is usually assumed in the static calculation of structures that load application is carried
out after the structure has taken its final form [1]. Changes of the stress-strain state of
structures are mostly investigated only with the appearance of various defects in the
construction that could occur during the construction process [2-6].
However, a number of authors show that it is necessary to take into account the
following circumstance: the load is applied during the erection of structure, the stress-strain
state changes until the construction gets its final form and loads get their final quantity [711].
It is particularly important to pay attention to this circumstance during the calculation of
massive structures [12]. These requirements have been included in EC [13, 14].
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2 Materials and Methods
The solution of the building-up tasks [8, 9] is leaded to the determination of tension σ ,
deformation ε̅ and displacement u in the finally formed body depending on its configuration
changes, characterized by the k-phase of the building-up task by the quantities 
and the sequence of the load application
), for the weighty body:
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Here: N – the number of building-up layers; k – the number of stage of the building-up
when the structure gets the 
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At the same time, the other

(k )

components of the load P are calculated in the same way and their quantities and points
of application must be known for every stage of the building-up.
We shall consider the solution of the same problem for the structure made of nonlinear
material. The law of elasticity of such material in the general case is written as:

  D( )
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D( )

is the matrix of elasticity which components are situated on the basis of
where
the adjusted link between the invariants of the tensor of tensions σ , σ and the tensor of
deformations

e0 , ei :

 0  f1 (e0 , ei )

(6)

 i  f 2 (e0 , ei )

(7)

The solution of the tasks that were mentioned above is complicated by the following
circumstance: the principle of superposition could not be used in this case.

3 Result and Discussion
It is necessary to derive the equilibrium equation in terms of displacements. The solution of
the u task with fixed boundaries on the k-th stage of the calculation for the area

 ( k )   ( k 1)  ( k )

(k )

with fixed boundaries S
should satisfy this equilibrium
equation. In this case we should assume the following statement: the final quantities of
tensions that were received on the (k-1)-th and k-th stages of the calculation must satisfy
the law of elasticity Eq.5 and the balance equation:

A'

P0

(8)

The expressions for the tension σ  could be represented as follows:

 k  D( *) * D( ,  *) k
where

*

(9)

– the deformation which has occurred in the building-up body before the

  Au

k ; D( ,  *) – the reduced matrix of elasticity
installation of the 
layer, k
which components depend not only on the solution of the u task, but also on the

(k )

deformations  * which have already taken place in the building-up body before the
installation of the layer.
Substituting Eq.9 into Eq.8 that corresponds to the k-th stage of the erection of array
and considering that a similar equation holds for the (k-1)-th stage of the building-up task,
we could receive the equilibrium equation in terms of displacements which must satisfy the
solution of the task with fixed boundaries S

(k )
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k , we could obtain the
Substituting Eq.5 into Eq.9 and considering that
expression for the calculation of components of the reduced matrix of elasticity:
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Thus, the solution of the building-up task for the body  constructed from the
material, which behavior is described by the nonlinear law Eq.5, reduces to the solution of
(k )

the tasks with fixed boundaries S
(k=1,2,…,N) concerning to the Uk sequence. The
behavior of the material in each task is described by the nonlinear law:

  D( ,  *)

(12)

with the asymmetrical matrix D( ,  *) , defined according to Eq.11.
In the case of simple connection between tension and deformation (for instance, for
incompressible media) the law of elasticity Eq.11 could be interpreted as the original Eq.5
and written in the new system of coordinates

 

with the beginning that corresponds to

quantities  * and  * . Similar considerations could be used for more general cases of the
construction of buildings.
In solving tasks by finite-element method [15] we also solve the nonlinear task with the
fixed boundaries Sk on the each stage of the building-up:

K (q) ( k ) q ( k )  P ( k ) , k=1,2,…,N

(13)

The expression for the calculation of the final values of the stresses in the elements
r   (i ) would take the following form:
r
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It is necessary to mark that using similar considerations in case of the linear formulation
we would come to the known scheme of solution of the building-up tasks.
Problems of type Eq.13 are usually solved using various iterative methods. In this case
the method of the additional loads is more suitable, because the methods of the variable
parameters are unsuitable due to the peculiarities of the matrix D( ,  *) .
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Let us consider one option of the iterational process when the system of linear algebraic
equations Eq.13 with the symmetric stiffness matrix of the element system is solved

r   (k ) [16]:
(k )

K ( k ) q (jk 1)  P ( k )  L j

, j=1,2,…,n

(17)

(k )

Here L j is the vector of the generalized nodal forces, caused by the nonlinear
coupling Eq.12 between the tension and deformation:

( L m ) (jk )  {( L m ) rj }( k )
rm
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where D is the stiffness matrix of the element r, that corresponds to the initial
approximation (j-0).

4 Conclusions
By using this method it becomes possible to solve the task considering the geometrical
nonlinearity. This method allows to solve stability problems of elements and constructions
[17-20].
The method of solving tasks with the loads application to a building in the process of its
construction or the method of up-building has demonstrated sufficient efficacy in the
calculation of structures [21]. In solving these tasks it is necessary to take into account both
the nonlinear behaviour of the material and the sequence of construction of buildings [22,
23]. It is especially important to consider these two factors in the calculation of massive
hydraulic structures in which the stress-strain state changes as long as the structure has not
obtained its final form. It would be especially relevant by using this method in a variety of
computer-aided calculation complexes of building design in solving planar linear and
physical nonlinear problems of up-building. In these tasks the load will be applied during
the construction of buildings whereby it will be possible to observe the change of the stressstrain state of the facilities. It is also appropriate to explore this circumstance in a
calculation of other industrial and civil buildings in which it is necessary to take into
account the sequence of construction and the application of loads.
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